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series of bulletins on SWINE TYPE STUDIES
* includes the following:
I. TYPE IN SWINE AS RELATED TO RATE AND ECON-
OMY OF GAIN (Bulletin 321).
II. TYPE IN SWINE AS RELATED TO QUALITY OF PORK
(Bulletin 322).
III. THE ENERGY AND PROTEIN REQUIREMENTS OF
GROWING SWINE AND THE UTILIZATION OF FEED
ENERGY IN GROWTH (Bulletin 323) .
TYPE IN SWINE AS RELATED TO QUALITY
OF PORK
BY SLEETER BULL AND J. H. LONGWELH
INTRODUCTION
The question of type has been of paramount importance in the
minds of progressive hog breeders for many years. In the earlier part
of the present century the prevailing type of lard hog was a small,
broad, short, low-set, blocky animal which had plenty of quality,
matured early and supplied plenty of lard.. The carcass produced by
this Chuffy type is shown in Fig. 14. This type lacked constitution
and prolificacy. Constructive breeders soon realized the imperfections
of the Chuffy type and began to breed for greater height, length, and
size. In a few years many breeders were producing a type with ex-
treme length, height, and size, which had very long legs and neck,
\\:is very narrow, and lacked quality generally. A typical carcass of
this Rangy type is shown in Fig. 14.
In the meantime a marked change took place in the market de-
mands for pork. The pork consumer demanded smaller and leaner
chops, hams, and breakfast bacon. In order to supply this demand,
the packer trimmed more and more fat from the cuts, thereby in-
creasing the lard yield from the carcass. In the meantime the price
of lard decreased to the point where the trimming represented a dis-
tinct financial loss that had to be borne by the more popular cuts of
the carcass.
These points were brought out forcibly in an address delivered by
Mr. Oscar Mayer, President of the Institute of American Meat Packers,
before the National Live Stock Producers in January, 1928. Mr.
Mayer, in part, said :
"A problem of vital interest relates to the production of the type of animal
that is best suited to the demand of consumers. It obviously is wasteful to pro-
duce an animal which does not meet fully the market demand. Let us examine
the status of the contemporary American hog and the lard he produces.
' ' The development of the hydrogenation process has permitted the production
in enormous quantities of vegetable substitutes for animal fats, chiefly lard. These
vegetable fats such as cottonseed oil, cocoanut oil, palm oil, olive oil, soybean
oil, etc. are produced cheaply, and some are shipped in increasing volume in
world commerce.
"As a consequence of the development of these cheaper substitutes, lard and
fats accumulate faster than they sell. The price of lard is always affected by the
supply of the vegetable substitutes. For protracted periods last year, for ex-
ample, loose lard sold under the price of live hogs.
1 SLEETER BULL, Associate Chief in Meats, and J. H. LONGWELL, formerly
Associate in Animal Husbandry.
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FIGS. 1 TO 5. REPRESENTATIVE PIGS OF EACH TYIE AT 225 POUNDS
The /'</// ('huffy pig represented here was fed individually as No. 17 in the
experiment. The Cluiffii pi- was self-fed as No. 1 in dry lot the same year, while
Fig. 3 .shows [ntennediate pig No. II individually fed dm in-- the third experiment.
The Bangy piy was fed individually as No. ."> in the second experiment, while the
Very Eangn pig was No. 1 in the self- fed group the same year. Note the pro-
gressive change in length of leg, height of hack, and length of body. A lower
degree of finish was typical of the more rangy pigs at this weight.
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"Along with the effect of the substitutes, consider the unwillingness of the
public to eat fat attached to lean meat. The packing industry is each year re-
moving more and more fat from the pork cuts it offers the public, putting this
fat into the lard tank. Yet women, children, and even men fastidiously remove
overy remaining vestige of fat from a piece of boiled or broiled ham or from a
pork chop.
' ' The increase in sedentary work and the diminution of hard labor may have
something to do with this aversion to fat, or it may be due to the universal yearn-
ing for a more supple contour. At any rate lean meat is the style, and in my
opinion this is due for no early change.
"As a consequence it behooves the livestock and meat industry to conform
to these mandates, just as it behooves the clothing manufacturers and the shoe
manufacturers to heed changes in styles of dress and footwear.
"Unquestionably the current marketing of lard and fats constitute a prob-
lem for the packing industry. Because of this situation, the lean meats must
bring higher prices. If the lean meats could be produced without the present
undue accompaniment of fat. they could be sold more cheaply and would be con-
sumed more liberally since tin-re an- few substitutes in the eyes of the consumer
for good, lean meat.'
7
In order to produce pork outs of the proper size and quality, with-
out an excess of fat, the producer must supply a ho? which is finished
but not overdone at a weight, of around 22o pounds; which is firm
and hard; and which yields a maximum of the high-priced cuts, that
is, loin, bacon, and ham.
Thus it seemed pertinent to determine which of the different typos
of lard hogs now in existence best filled the requirements of both pro-
ducer and consumer. A series of investigations designed to throw
light on the question was therefore begun at the Illinois Station in the
summer of 1922. The work was continued in the fall of 1923, and
concluded in the summer of 1925. In these experiments Poland China
pigs of the following types were used :
T< /;/ Clinjfy. These were extremely short-bodied, low-set thick
animals of a type that is capable of being fattened at an early age.
tho never attaining an extremely large size (Fig. 1) . Perfection in this
type was exemplified by the famous old boar. Chief Perfection 2d.
Cltnffy. The Chuffy pigs were the same general type of animals as
the Very Chuffy, tho they were much less extreme and showed con-
siderably more size and growthiness. (Fig. 2)
Intermediate. The Intermediate pigs were longer both in body and
in legs and lacked the thickness of back and the early fleshing quali-
ties of the Very Chuffy and Chuffy types. (Fig. 3)
Rangy. The Rangy pigs showed more length of body and leg, were
leaner and more growthy, showed a stronger arch to their backs, and
carried somewhat more bone than piars of the types described above.
(Fig. 4)
Very Rangy. Tho more extreme in length and ranginess, the Very
Rangy pigs were the same general type as the Rangy, (Fig. 5)
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The dat;i assembled in this publication \vill he of particular inter-
est to producers since it records the jinnies of pork obtained from the
various types of hog.s. and indicates the actual market values of the
types. For details concerning the care and feeding of the pigs up to
time of slaughter, the reader is referred to Bulletin 321 of this Sta-
tion, "Type in Swine, as Related to Rate and Economy of Gain."
FIRST EXPERIMENT
COMPARISON OF CHUFFY, INTERMEDIATE AND RANGY
HOGS HAND-FED TO 225-POUND WEIGHTS
In the experiment of the first year (1922-23) Chuffy, Intermediate,
and Rangy types of hogs were slaughtered when they reached indi-
vidual weights approximating 225 pounds. Fifteen hogs of each type
were taken off feed the day before slaughter and the live weights taken
immediately before they were killed. The hogs were dressed
' '
shipper
style." that is, with head on, leaf in, and hams not faced. However,
they were split down the center of the back bone while still warm.
Both halves of the warm carcass were weighed and were then held in
the cooler at 32 to 38 F. for several days, after which the right halves
were placed in the sharp freezer at 10 to 20 F., where they were held
until all hogs had been slaughtered.
DRESSING PERCENTAGES
In order to obviate the differences in the amounts of shrinkage due
to varying lengths of time in the freezer, the dressing percentages
were calculated on the basis of the warm carcass weights shrunk 2.6
percent. The live weight at slaughter, the warm carcass weight, the
calculated cold carcass weight, and the dressing percentage of each
hog are shown in Table 1.
There were no significant differences in dressing percentage be-
tween lots, the average of the Chuffy type being 76.9 percent, as com-
pared with 77.6 percent for the Intermediate type and 77.4 percent
for the Rang}' type ( Table 1 ) .
CARCASS MEASUREMENTS
A number of measurements were made on the different carcasses.
While the authors were unable to devise any system which was abso-
lutely accurate, yet it was found after some practice that certain
measurements could be made with a reasonable degree of accuracy
(Fig. 6).
Some idea of the variations in the different types of carcasses may
be had from Fig. 8. All photographs were taken with the same camera
and at the same distance from the carcass.
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The principal differences in the measurements of the carcasses
from the three types of hogs were in length (Table 2). While the
TABLE 1. LIVE WEIGHTS, WARM AND COLD CARCASS WEIGHTS, AND DRESSING
PERCENTAGE? OF HOGS HAND-FED INDIVIDUALLY IN DRY LOT, 225-
POUND WEIGHTS: FIRST EXPERIMENT
Hog No.
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Ratify can-asses were longer than the Intermediate and the ('huffy,
this greater length was due to a longer head and neck and to longer
legs.
T \HI.K 2. CARCA-- Mi-: \-i IICMI.NTS OK Hoes H.\\i>-l-'i-:i> I \m\ IDUAUA IN Dm
LOT, 22")-POUND WKICHTS: FIRST KXI-KKIMI
1-AprcsM'd in inches)
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Length of carcass (from snout to rear toe: a-b) did not vary
greatly between the Chuffy and Intermediate types; however, the
average length of the Rangy Carcasses was 3 inches greater than the
average of the Intermediate type. There was some overlapping of
individuals of the two lots.
Length of head and neck (from
snout to the first thoracic vertebra :
a-c) shows no difference between the
Chuffy and Intermediate types. The
Rang}- carcasses, however, were 1
inch longer in this respect than the
1 iiicrmediate carcasses. Again there
was considerable overlapping be-
tween the individuals of the two
types.
l.i n<jth of body proper is repre-
sented by the distance from the first
thoracic vertebra to the H-bone
(c-d). This measurement for the
Chuffy carcasses was 1 inch less than
tiic average of the Intermediate car-
ss,
but there was no difference
between the Intermediate and Rangy
carcasses in this respect.
Disiancc from the H-bone to fin
tip of tin- run- toe (d-b) may be con-
sidered for comparative purposes as
representing the length of the hind
leg. There was no difference between
the Chuffy and Intermediate car-
casses in this respect. The average
length of leg of the Rangy carcasses,
however, was 1.6 inches greater than
the average of the Intermediate
type. Furthermore there was no
overlapping of individuals.
Depth of chest (e-f) was not a very exact measurement owing to
the carcasses assuming slightly different shapes in cooling. No dif-
ferences were found between the Intermediate and Rangy carcasses
in this measurement. Chuffy carcasses, however, were 2.7 inches
deeper than the Intermediate and 2.2 inches deeper than the Rangy,
and there was no overlapping between lots.
FIG. 6. POINTS AT WHICH CARCASS
MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE
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/><///// of f<il or< r tin luck (/-</), while an exact measurement, is
not particularly important as it does not show the exact degree of
condition, for one carcass may have a deeper covering of fat over the
hack and still contain a lower percentage of total fat than another
carcass, as determined both by physical and chemical analyses. The
depth of fat in the Chuffy and Inter-
mediate carcasses was the same, 1.8
inches, while it was slightly less in the
Rangy lot, 1.6 inches. Individual vari-
ations are so threat that the difference
has little significance.
Art rage circumference of sluink
was practically the same in all lots,
being 5.8, 5.8, and 6.0 inches respec-
tively for the three types.
CUTTING TEST
The frozen carcasses were thawed
and then cut into the regular wholesale
packer cuts by expert butchers from
Armour and Company. The head, in-
cluding the jowl, was cut off square at
the atlas joint, the hams were cut three
fingers in front of the H-bone and the
shoulders were 2-rib shoulders. The
bellies were "regulars." Fig. 7 shows
the location of the cuts, all of which
were trimmed Armour style.
The cutting percentages of all three
types (Tables 3 to 6) are all based on
the weights of the cuts and the weight
of the right half of the carcass imme-
diately before cutting. It is needless to
discuss these results except in so far as
significant differences occur. In gen-
eral the Rangy type carcasses had a
lower percentage of cuts which ordi-
narily contain a large amount of fat.
The differences between the Rangy and
Intermediate types in fat back, clear
plate, belly, and leaf fat are significant of type differences. The
authors are unable to explain the small amount of clear plate in the
Chuffy type and the large amount of trimmings in the Rangy carcasses.
FIG. 7. CUTS OF PORK
(a) feet, (b) ham, (c) belly,
(d) spareribs, (e) loin, (f) fat
back, (g) clear plate, (h) boston,
(i) picnic, (j) leaf fat, (k) neck
bones, (1) head.
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TABLE 10. AVERAGE PHYSTCAL COMPOSITION OF CUTS FROM HOGS HAND-FED IN-
DIVIDUALLY IN DRY LOT, 225-PouND WEIGHTS: FIRST EXPERIMENT
(Expressed in percentage of weight of cut)
Cut
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Bellies. In their average content of lean and fat there were no
significant differences between the bellies of the different types. A
study of the individual data reveals some interesting facts. The
finish of the Chuffy bellies was not uniform. Three bellies were quite
fat, containing 57 to 63 percent, and 3 were rather thin, con-
taining 39 to 42 percent of fat. The other 9 bellies were moderately
fat, containing from 45.5 to 54.4 percent of fat. The intermediate
bellies were quite uniform in finish and all of them were moderately
fat, containing from 44.1 to 54.7 percent of fat. One belly of the
FIG. 9. BELLIES OF CHUFFY, 1 NTKKMKIHATE, AND KANGY HOGS HAND-
FED TO 225 POUNDS
The top belly from a Chuffy hog is a little too fat. The middle
belly from an Intermediate hog is choice, and the bottom one from a
Rangy hog lacks quality.
Rangy lot was quite fat, containing 58.1 percent. The other 14 bellies
of this lot were only moderately fat, ranging from 43.6 to 55.6 percent
fat. In other words, the Intermediate and the Rangy bellies had the
more desirable finish. The Rangy bellies were coarse and had a heavy
rind. They contained 15 percent more skin than the Intermediate
bellies, while the Chuffy bellies contained 15 percent less than the In-
termediates. On the whole, the Rangy bellies seemed to lack quality.
This point was emphasized by the butchers who did the cutting. Pig. 9
shows typical bellies of all three types Chuffy, Intermediate, and
Rangy.
Loins. The loins of the three types contained practically the same
amounts of lean. The Chuffy loins contained 7 percent more fat, and
the Rangy loins contained 17 percent less fat, than the Intermediate
loins. In bone content the Rangy loins were 10 percent higher than
the Intermediate loins. The Chuffy and Intermediate loins had prac-
tically the same amount of bone.
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Spareribs. The figures on spareribs cannot be regarded as very
accurate, owing to the fact that in splitting the hog thru the chest,
the butcher goes to one side or the other of the center, leaving a cor-
respondingly greater or less amount of breast bone on the ribs. It
should be noted that about one-half of the weight of this cut was bone,
making it a very expensive cut at ordinary market prices.
Heads. The data for the heads are not very accurate, owing to
inequalities in splitting. In lean content there were practically no
differences between types. In fat content the heads of the Chuffy
type were approximately 28 percent higher than the heads of the
Intermediate type. The Rangy heads had 6.4 percent less fat than
the Intermediate heads. There was practically no difference between
the Intermediate and Rangy heads in amount of skin, while the Chuffy
had 18 percent less skin. In bone, the Rangy heads were 8 percent
higher and the Clmity 14 percent lower than the Intermediate.
Feet and Xcck Bones. There were no differences in the composi-
tion of the feet of the different types. The neck bones are not a very
definite cut, owing to differences in splitting.
Amount of Lean. The differences in the average amounts of lean
in the carcasses of the three types were insignificant (Table 11). If
the percentage of lean is calculated on the basis of the fat-free car-
cass, the influence of condition is eliminated and the result is an indi-
cation of the amount of natural fleshing. Calculated in this manner
the
-Chuffy carcasses contained an average of 70.0 percent lean, the
Intermediate 69.1, and the Rangy 67.6. In other words the results do
not show that the Rang}' type contained more natural flesh than the
Chuffy and Intermediate types.
The amount of lean in the carcass is of particular importance to
the consumer, who usually discriminates against a piece of meat which
contains a small proportion of lean. Furthermore, the amount of lean
indicates the amount of natural fleshing or muscling of the animal
and thus determines to a large extent the nutritive value and the
palatability of the meat. It should be borne in mind that a high per-
centage of lean may be due to a large amount of muscling in the
animal or to a small amount of fat, that is, to undercondition and that
lack of finish is accompanied by lack of firmness.
Amount of Fat. In fat content the differences between types were
small but consistent. The Chuffy carcasses contained 5.4 percent more
fat and the Rangy carcasses 6 percent less fat than the carcasses of
the Intermediate type. Later investigations have shown us that the
carcass of a 225-pound hog must contain at least 37 or 38 percent of
fat (as separated with the knife) in order to be sufficiently finished.
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TABLE 11. PHTSICAL COMPOSITION OK CABCASSKB OK Hoes HAND-FED INDIVID-
UALLY IN DRY LOT, 225-PouNo WEKJHTS: FIUST EXPERIMENT
1 in piTccntiiL' 98 weight)
Hog No.
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in the bellies and hams and therefore sells at a discount unless lard
is high in price. Also, the consumer is quite particular as to the size
of the cuts which he buys. While his taste in this matter varies some-
what with different seasons of the year, a hog weighing 225 pounds
meets his requirements. Hence it is desirable for the producer to
supply a hog which is finished, but not overdone at this weight.
Amount of Skin. The Chuffy carcasses contained 7.3 percent less
skin and the Rangy carcasses .">.."> percent more skin than the Inter-
mediate carcasses. The amount of skin is of importance as an indi-
cation of the quality and texture of the meat, a heavy, coarse skin
usually being associated with coarse, stringy meat. Also, since the
skin is inedible, the consumer objects to a tough, heavy rind, particu-
larly on bacon and ham.
Amount of Bone. The Chuffy carcasses contained practically the
same amount of bone, and the Rangy carcasses 12 percent more bone,
than the Intermediate carcasses. The amount of bone is of interest
both to producer and to consumer. The producer demands that there
be enough bone for the hog to be a good "rustler." stand up well on
his feet, and carry his back high. The consumer demands as little
bone as possible, since it is inedible. In fact, the consumer would
have no bone in his meat if such a thing were possible. The ideal,
therefore, is to have no more bone than is necessary for the needs of
the live hog.
SECOND EXPERIMENT
COMPARISON OF HAND-FED AND SELF-FED HOGS OF
ALL TYPES SLAUGHTERED AT THREE WEIGHTS
In the second experiment (1923-24). 6 hogs of the Very Chuffy
type. 3 of the Intermediate, and 3 of the Rangy, all hand-fed, were
slaughtered at approximately 175 pounds. Two of the Very Chuffy
type (hand-fed). 4 of the Intermediate (hand-fed), 5 of the Rangy
(hand-fed), and 2 of the Very Rangy (self-fed) were carried to 275
pounds. All the other hogs were slaughtered at 225 pounds.
The hogs were taken from the feed lots, fasted overnight and their
live weights taken just before slaughter. The procedure here differed
from that of the first year only in that the hams were faced. The
warm carcass weights were taken and the carcasses placed in the re-
frigerator at 32 to 36 F. until they were cut up several days later.
DRESSING PERCENTAGES
As in the preceding experiment, the dressing percentages were
based upon the warm carcass weights shrunk 2.6 percent. The indi-
vidual and average dressing percentages are given in Tables 12 and 13.
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TABLE 12. DRESSING PERCENTAGES OF SELF-FED HOGS, 225-PouND AND 275-
POUND WEIGHTS: SECOND EXPERIMENT
(Expressed as percentage of live weight)
Chuffy
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Hand-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 175 Pounds. Of the hogs killed at
175 pounds, all of which were hand-fed, the Very Chuffy dressed sig-
nificantly higher than the Intermediate and the Rangy. This is prob-
ably explained by the fact that the Very Chuffy hogs were relatively
fatter at this weight than the Intermediate and Rangy hogs. No
significant differences were revealed between the Intermediate and
Rangy hogs killed at this weight.
Hand-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 225 Pounds. The average dressing
percentages of the hand-fed hogs slaughtered at 225 pounds were as
follows: Very Chuffy (3 hogs), 79.1 percent; Intermediate (7 hogs),
78.6 percent; and Rangy (6 hogs), 77.5 percent. However, there is
so much individual variation that the differences do not appear
significant.
Self-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 225 Pounds. The self-fed hogs
slaughtered at 225 pounds gave the following average dressing per-
centages: Chuffy type (9 hogs), 79.8 percent; Intermediate type
(9 hogs) , 79.3 percent ; Rangy type (10 hogs) , 77.8 percent ; and Very
Rangy type (5 hogs), 76.5 percent. From a study of the individual
data it is seen that there were practically no differences between the
Chuffy and Intermediate hogs in this respect; in fact these two lots
were quite similar in appearance, conformation, and condition more
so than were those of any other two lots. Neither does the difference
between the Intermediate and Rangy lots seem to be significant. Only
one of the Very Rangy hogs dressed higher than the lowest of the
Intermediate type. Apparently the difference between the Inter-
mediate and Very Rangy types is significant, while that between the
Rangy and Very Rangy is not.
Hogs Slaughtered at 275 Pounds. Of the hogs slaughtered at 275
pounds, all were hand-fed except the Very Rangy, which were self-fed.
The average results were as follows: Very Chuffy (2 hogs), 80.9
percent; Intermediate (4 hogs), 80.7 percent; Rangy (5 hogs), 80.9
percent; and Very Rangy (2 hogs), 78.2 percent. From the indi-
vidual data it is observed that there were no differences between the
first three types, while the Very Rangy type dressed lower than the
others. These results arc explained by the fact that the Very Rangy
hogs were decidedly lacking in condition at this weight, 275 pounds.
CARCASS MEASUREMENTS
The same carcass measurements were taken as in the preceding
experiment except that the depth of fat was taken at the loin just
over the lumbosacral union (h-i, Fig. 6, page 404). Also, an attempt
was made to obtain an idea of the length of the foreleg by measuring
the distance from the point of the elbow to the tip of the toe as the
cooled carcass hung from the rail.
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Hand-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 175 Pounds. The individual and
average measurements of the carcasses of the hogs slaughtered at 175
pounds (all of which were hand-fed) are given in Table 14.
The Very ("'hut';. much shorter from snout to rear
toe (6.7 inches) than the Intermediate carcasses and there was no
overlapping of individuals between lots. On the other hand, there
jfnincant difference between the Intermediate and Rangy
sses in this ivspeci. From snout to first thoracic vertebra, the
Very ('huffy carcasses were distinctly shorter (1.3 inches) than the
Intermediate c iasses. A train, there was no overlapping of indi-
viduals and no difference between the Intermediate and Rangy ear-
ss 3. In length of body (first thoracic vertebra to H-bone) the
('huffy carcasses were 2.3 inches shorter than the Intermediate ear-
8, with no overlapping of individuals. There was no difference
between the Intermediate and Rangy carcasses. In length of hind leg
H-bone to rear toe), the Very (.'huffy c -.9 inches
shorter than the Intermediate c s, with no overlapping of indi-
viduals. There is an indication that the Rangy a may have
been slightly longer in the hind leg than the Intermediates. However.
uall number of individuals and the overlapping of the same, de-
tracts from the importance of any apparent difference.
In depth of chest, there were no differences between lots. In depth
of fat over the loin there was such great individual variation that it
is impossible to draw any definite conclusions. Apparently, however,
the Rangy hogs carried less fat than the others. In circumference of
fore shank (size of bone) the Very C'huffy hogs were smallest, with
no difference between the Intermediate and Rangy types. In length
of foreleg the Very C'huffy carcasses were shorter than the Inter-
mediate carcasses by 1.3 inches. There was no overlapping of indi-
viduals. The forelegs of the Rangy carcasses were .7 inch longer than
those of the Intermediate type, with one case of overlapping.
The carcasses of Hog 9s of the Very Chuffy type, Hog 3 of the
Intermediate type, and Hog 20 of the Ransry type, all slaughtered at
17.") pounds, are shown in Fig. 10. The measurements of each of these
carcasses represent the average measurements of its lot; thus, they
are the "average" carcasses.
Hand-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 225 Pounds. The individual and
average measurements of the hand-fed pigs killed at 22.") pounds are
jivrii in the second part of Table 14.
The carcasses of the Very Chuffy hogs were 5.9 inches shorter than
those of the Intermediate hogs and the carcasses of the intermediate
hogs were 5 inches shorter than those of the Rangy hogs. These differ-
ences are significant, especially in view of the fact that there is no
overlapping of individuals between lots.
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TABLE 14. CARCASS MEASUREMENTS OF HOGS HAND-FED INDIVIDUALLY IN DRY
LOT, 175-PouND AND 225-PouND WEIGHTS: SECOND EXPERIMENT
(Expressed in inches)
Hog No.
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In length of head and n<vk (snout to first thoracic vertebra), the
axerage of the Very ('liulVy hogs was 1.4 inches shorter than the
average of the Intermediate lot. Also, ihere is only one case of over-
lapping between individuals of these lots. The average length of
head and neck of the Rangy type \vas only .:'> inch greater than in
case of the Intermediate lot; furthermore, there uas much variation
within these two lets.
In length of body (first thoracic vertebra to Il-bone) the average
of the Very ( 'huffy hogs was 2.3 inches less than the average of the
FIG. 10. TYPICAL CAKCASSSS OF VERY CIIUFFY, [NTEBHEDIATX, AND RANGY HOGS
HAND-FED TO 175 POUNDS
Left, avenii; ' of the Very ('huffy type; middle, average of Intermediate type;
ami right, average of Rangy type. Note the differences in length, hams, necks,
ami legs.
Intermediate, with no overlapping of individuals between lots. The
average of the Intermediate hogs was 2 inches less than that of the
Rangy hogs, with only one hog overlapping. In length of hind leg the
average of the Very Chuffy hogs was 2.7 inches less than the average
of the Intermediate hogs. Again, the lowest figure of the Inter-
mediate lot was greater than the highest figure of the Very Chuffy lot.
The average of the Intermediate lot was 2.1 inches less than the
average of the Rangy lot, with only one individual overlapping. In
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length of foreleg the same relationships held true, the Very Chuffy
being 1.8 inches shorter than the Intermediate and the Intermediate
being 1.4 inches shorter than the Eangy carcasses, and again there
was no overlapping between lots.
In depth of chest the differences were small and apparently insig-
nificant. In depth of fat over the loin two hogs of the Very Chuffy
type were greater than all the hogs of the Intermediate type except
one. but the average of the Intermediate lot was .2 inch less. The
FIG. 11. TYPICAL CARCASSES OF VERY CHUFFY, INTERMEDIATE, AND RANGY
HOGS HAND-FED TO 225 P.OUNDS
Left, average of the Very Chuffy type ; middle, average for Intermediate ;
and right, average for Rangy type. Compare with self-fed hogs, Fig. 12.
highest hog of the Rangy lot was higher than the two lowest hogs of
the Intermediate lot, but the average of the Intermediate lot was .4
inch greater than the average of the Rangy. The circumference of
fore shank was .4 inch greater in the Rangy than in the Intermediate
hogs, with no individuals overlapping. Considering the small num-
ber and the great variations in the Very Chuffy lot, no conclusions can
be drawn as to any difference between this and the Intermediate lot.
The "average" carcasses of the hand-fed hogs slaughtered at
225 pounds are shown in Fig. 11.
Self-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 225 Pounds. The individual and
the lot measurements for the Chuffy, the Intermediate, the Rangy, and
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the Very Rangy hogs which were self-fed and slaughtered at 225
pounds are shown in Table 15.
These data show no difference in length of carcasses of the Chuffy
and Intermediate types. As stated previously, these two types when
self-fed were quite similar. The average length of the Intermediate
carcasses, however, was 4.5 inches less than that of the Rangy car-
casses. The longest Intermediate carcass was longer than the two
shortest Rangy carcasses; otherwise there was no overlapping. The
average length of the Very Rangy carcasses was 3.9 inches longer than
the average of the Rangy carcasses ; there was considerable individual
variation, however, within the lots. In the distance from the end of
the snout to the first thoracic vertebra, there were no significant dif-
ferences between the types.
In length of body (first thoracic vertebra to H-bone) there was no
material difference between the Chuffy and Intermediate lots. The
average length of body of the Rangy lot, however, was 1.9 inches
greater than that of the Intermediate lot. It will be noted also that the
longest individual in the Intermediate lot was shorter than the shortest
in the Rangy lot. The average of the Very Rangy lot was 1.7 inches
greater than the average of the Rangy lot. However, there was con-
siderable overlapping of individuals. The length of body of the Very
Rangy type was significantly greater than that of the Intermediate
and Chuffy types.
In length of hind leg there was no difference between the Chuffy
and Intermediate lots, but the average of the Rangy lot was 2 inches
greater than the average of the Intermediate lot. Furthermore, the
highest individual of the Intermediate lot was lower than all except
one of the Rangy lot. The average of the Very Rangy lot was 1.5
inches more- than the average of the Rangy lot; however, there was
considerable overlapping among the individuals of the two lots.
In length of foreleg there was no difference between the Chuffy
and Intermediate types. The average of the Rangy type was 1.2
inches greater than the average of the Intermediate type. Two indi-
viduals of the Rangy type were slightly lower than the highest individ-
ual of the Intermediate type. The average of the Very Rangy type
was .9 inch greater than the average of the Rangy type, but the indi-
vidual variations detract from the significance of this difference.
In depth of chest there were no significant differences between any
of the lots. In depth of fat over the loin, there was but small difference
between the Chuffy and Intermediate lots, particularly if one elimi-
nates Hog Os from the Chuffy lot. For some reason this hog was not
in very high condition. There was a difference of .4 inch (about 30
percent) between the average of the Intermediate and the average of
the Rangy lot. Furthermore, only two hogs of the Rangy lot were
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greater than the lowest one of the Intermediate lot. The average of
the Very Rangy lot was 3i ineh less than the average of the Rangy lot.
However, there was considerable overlapping of individuals in these
two lots, making: the difference insignificant.
Differences in the circumference of the fore shank were small and
probably ^ignifii^>iit as between lots. Individual variations within
the lots were great.
The " average" carcasses of the self-fed hogs slaughtered at __
pound weights are shown in Fi_ 12.
Hogs Slaughtered at 27S Pounds. All the hogs slaughtered at
pounds were hand-fed except the two Very Rangy ones. The individ-
ual and the average lot measurements are given in Table 16.
The average length of the Very Chuffy carcasses was 5 inches less
than the average of the Intermediate carcasses, with no overlapping
of individuals. The Intermediate carcasses were 2.9 inches shorter
than the.Rangy carcase _ i there was no overlapping of indi-
viduals. The Very Rangy carcasses were 5.3 inches longer than the
Rangy carcasses, with no overlapping of individuals, and there was
a difference of 13.2 inches between the average lengths of the two ex-
treme types.
In length of head and neck the offy type was 1.5 inches
shorter than the Intermediate type, with no overlapping of individ-
uals. There were no significant differences between the Intermediate
and Rangy types. The Very Rangy hogs were considerably longer in
the head and neck.
In length of body th huffy carcasses were 2.0 inches shorter
than the Intermediates, with no individuals overlapping. There was
no significant difference between the Intermediate and the Rangy lots.
The Very Rangy lot. however, was 3.6 inches longer than the Rangy,
with no overlapping of individuals.
The hind legs of the Very Chuffy carcasses were 2.8 inches shorter
than those of the Intermediate lot, with no overlapping of individuals.
The average of the Intermediate lot was 1.5 inches less than the Rangy
lot, with only one case of overlapping. There was no significant dif-
ference between the Rangy and Very Rangy types.
The forelegs of the Very Chuffy carcasses were 1.5 inches shorter
than the Intermediate, with no overlapping: of individuals. The In-
termediates were 1 inch shorter than the Rangy carcasses, the shortest
of the latter being the same as the longest of the former. The Very
Rangy type was 1.2 inches longer than the Rangy type, with no over-
lapping of individuals.
There were no differences in depth of chest between the Very
Chuffy. Rangy, and Very Rangy lots. For some unexplained reason,
the Intermediates were deeper than any of the other lots.
The Very Chuffy and Intermediate carcasses carried the same
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Summary of Type Differences in Carcass Measurements. The
Very ( 'huffy can-asses \\ere considerably shorter than the Intermediate
can-asses, regardless of the weight at which the hogs were slauglu
Between the carcasses of the Chuffy and Intermediate types ther>
no difference in this or any other measurement. The Intermediate
carcasses \veiv considerably sliorter than the Rangy carcasses in cases
of hogs slaughtered at 225 pounds and 275 pounds. Also the Rangy
considerably shorter than the Very Rangy carcasses of
hogs slaughtered at these weights.
Differences in length of carcass may be due to differences in length
of head and neck, length of legs or length of body, or a combination
of any or all of these factors. In the first year's experiment, pages
401 to 404. it was found that the greater length of the c-irc'isses of tho
Kanyy type was due to greater length of legs and of head and nock.
the length of body being practically the same for all three types. In
this second experiment, however, the length of legs, length of head and
neck, and length of body all varied with the type of the hog.
No differences between types were found in depth of body. While
there are many individual variations in depth of fat, the Very < 'huffy
type was deepest, the ('huffy and Intermediate types next, then the
Rangy, and finally the Very Ranyy.
('ontrary to what one might expect, the differences in circumfer-
ence of foreleg were rather small between lots and showed much in-
dividual variation.
CUTTING TEST
After the carcasses had thoroly cooled, the right half of each was
cut into the wholesale cuts and the cutting percentages determined.
Hand-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 175 Pounds. Individual cutting
percentages and the average cutting percentages of the hand-fed hogs
slaughtered at 175 pounds are given in Table 17. It is needless to
discuss these results except in so far as apparently significant differ-
ences occur. In view of the small number of animals in the lots, any
conclusions must be drawn with care. However, it seems safe to say
that the picnics and feet of the Very ('huffy hogs were smaller than
those of the Intermediate "and Rangy hogs. The Very Chuffy car-
casses had more trimmings, probably due to a larger amount of fat.
Hand-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 225 Pounds. The average per-
centages of fat backs of the Very ('huffy and the Intermediate types
were greater than those of the Rangy type, with only one case of over-
lapping between lots (Table 18). Also, the leaf fat was greater in
the Very Chuffy and Intermediate types than in the Rangy type, with
but little overlapping. The percentage of feet of the Very Chuffy
type was lower than the Intermediate type which, in turn, was lower
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than the Rangy type. Again, there was little overlapping of individ-
uals. The picnics of the Kaiiuy type were greater than those of the
Very Chuffy type, with only one case of individual overlapping. The
percentage of belly in the Very Chuffy lot apparently was greater than
in the Rangy lot, probably due to higher condition. There is an in-
dication that the percentage of loin in the Very Ran try type was
slightly higher than in the Very Chuffy type.
Self-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 225 Pounds. There is an indica-
tion that the fat backs and clear plates of the Very Rangy hogs were
than those of the Intermediate hogs (Table 19). Also, the leaf
I'at of the Very Rangy hogs was less than in case of the Intermediate
hogs. The picnics of the Very Rangy type were greater than those of
the Intermediate type. The feet of the Very Rangy type were greater
than those of the Rangy, and these, in turn, were greater than those
of the Intermediate type. In general, the differences in cutting per-
centages of hogs of different types do not seem to be as marked when
the hogs are self-fed as when they are hand-fed individually.
Hogs Slaughtered at 275 Pounds. All the hogs killed at 275
pounds were hand-fed individually, except the Very Rangy ones
wluch were self-fed. Cutting percentages of the 275-pound hogs are
shown in Table 20.
In amount of fat back there was no difference between the Very
Chuffy and the Intermediate carcasses nor between the Rangy and
the Very Rangy carcasses. However, the two latter types were dis-
tinctly lower than the two former types in this cut. In leaf fat, the
Rangy carcasses were lower than the Very Chuffy and Intermediate
carcasses, and the Very Rangy carcasses were lower than the Rangy
ones. In picnics, the Rangy and Very Rang}- carcasses were higher
than the Very Chuffy and Intermediate. The percentage of feet was
greatest in the Very Rangy type, next in the Rangy, next in the Inter-
mediate, and lowest in the Very Chuffy. In bellies, the Very Chuffy.
Intermediate, and Rangy carcasses were higher than the Very Rangy.
PHYSICAL COMPOSITION OF CUTS
The wholesale cuts (trimmed) and the total trimmings were divided
as accurately as possible into lean, fat, skin, and bone, and the per-
centage of each in the various cuts was determined. These results
are given in Tables 21 to 26.
Hand-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 175 Pounds. Again the discus-
sion will be confined to differences which apparently are significant
(Table 21). The fat backs and clear plates of the Very Chuffy type
contained less skin and were correspondingly fatter than those of the
Intermediate and Rangy types. However, there were several instances
of overlapping of individuals.
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The hams of the Very Chuffy K ssea iu most cases contained
more lean, more fat, less skin, and less bone than those of the Inter-
mediate and Rangy <_;.. 39 3. The significance of these differences
is doubtful, however, due to the small number and variation of indi-
viduals. Also, most of the Very Chuffy picnics contained more lean
and less skin and less bone than those of the other two types. The
loins of the Very Chuffy hogs contained less bone than those of the
Intermediate and Rangy. In composition of bellies, the only differ-
ence was that the Very ("'huffy bellies contained less skin than the
others. The spareribs of the Rangy hogs contained more bone and
an than those of the other types.
<t of the heads of the Very Chuffy type contained more fat
than those of the Intermediate and Rangy hogs.
Hand-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 225 Pounds. The hams of the
Ohuffy type contained less lean, more fat. and less skin than those
of the Intermediate and Rangy types (Table 22). They also had 11
:it less bone than the Intermediate type. The Rangy hams had
24 percent more bone than the Intermediate type.
The picnics of the Very Chuffy pigs contained less lean, more fat.
and less skin than those of the Intermediate and Rangy lots; they
also contained 9 percent less bone than the Intermediate picnics,
which contained 19 percent less than the Rangy picnics.
The bostons of the \ uffy pigs contained less lean and less
bone than those of the other lots, while the bostons of the Rangy pigs
contained less fat than those of the others. The loins of the Very
Chuffy carcasses contained less lean and more fat than those of the
other types, while the Rangy loins contained 9 percent more bone than
the oth*
Th iiiffy bellies had less lean and more fat than the Inter-
mediate and Rangy bellies. Three of the Rangy bellies were much
higher in skin content than the others.
The spareribs of the Very ("huffy type had more lean and less bone
than those of the Intermediate type, and these had more lean and less
bone than those of the Rangy type. The heads of the Very Chuffy
carcasses had less lean, more fat. arid less bone than those of the other
& The neck bones of the Very Chuffy carcasses contained more
lean and less bone than those of the other lots.
Self-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 225 Pounds. The fat backs of the
Very Rangy carcasses carried less fat and more skin than those of the
other types Chuffy, Intermediate, and Rangy (Tables 23 to 25).
The same differences existed in the clear plates.
The Chuffy hams had less lean than the Very Rangy hams. Also,
there is an indication that the Intermediate and Rangy hams had less
lean than the Very Rangy hams. The Chuffy hams had more fat than
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the Very Rangy ones, and there is an indication that the Chuffy hams
had more fat than ihose of the Intermediate and Rangy carcasses.
Most of the Intermediate and Rangy hams were fatter than the Very
lv;iiiy. The Chuffy hams had less skin than the others. The Very
Rangy hams had 39 percent more bone than the Chuffy and Inter-
TABLE 23. PHYSICAL COMPOSITION OF CUTS FROM CHUFFY Hoes SELF-FED
IN DRY LOT TO 225-PouND WEIGHTS: SECOND EXPERIMENT
(Expressed in percentage of trimmed cut)
Hog No .
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mediate types, and the Rangy hams had 18 percent more bone than
the Intermediate and Chuffy types.
The picnics of the Chuffy, Intermediate, and Rangy types were
fatter than those of the Very Rangy type except in the case of one hog.
Also, there is an indication that the Chuffy picnics were fatter than
TABLE 24. PHYSICAL COMPOSITION or CUTS FROM INTERMEDIATE HOGS SELF-FED
IN DRY LOT TO 225-PouND WEIGHTS: SECOND EXPERIMENT
(Expressed in percentage of trimmed cut)
Hog No
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the Intermediate and Rangy picnics. The Chuffy and Intermediate
picnics had less skin than the Rangy and Very Rangy picnics. The
Kaimy picnics had 20 percent more bone than the Chuffy and Inter-
mediate ones, and the Very Rangy picnics had 18 percent more than
the Rangy picnics.
The Chuffy, Intermediate, and Rangy bostons contained less lean
than the Very Rangy bostons. The Chui'fy. Intermediate, and Rangy
bostons were fatter than the Very Rangy bostons. The loins of the
Very Rangy type apparently contained more lean and less fat than
those of the other types. The Very Rangy loins, except in case of one
hog, contained considerably more bone than those of the other types,
containing 25 percent more than the Intermediates. Also, the Rangy
loins apparently had about 9 percent more bone than those of the
Chuffy and Intermediate types, altho in this there was considerable
variation.
The Very Rangy bellies had more lean than those of the other
types. Apparently the Intermediate and Rangy bellies had more lean
than the Chuffy bellies. The Very Rangy bellies contained less fat
than those of the other types, and the Intermediate and Rangy bellies
apparently contained less fat than the Chuffy ones. The Chuffy bellies
contained less skin than those of the other types, and the Intermediate
bellies contained less than the Rangy bellies, which apparently con-
tained less than the Very Rangy bellies.
The spareribs of the Chuffy and Intermediate hogs contained more
lean and less bone than those of the Rangy and Very Rangy hogs.
The heads of the Chuffy and Intermediate types were fatter than
those of the Rangy and Very Rangy types, while the Rangy heads
were fatter than the Very Rangy heads. Altho the results are not
conclusive, it is indicated that the Rangy and Very Rangy heads had
more skin than the Chuffy and Intermediate heads. The Very Rangy
heads had 36 percent more bone than those of the Chuffy and Inter-
mediate types and, except in one case, more than the Rangy type.
Also the Rangy heads probably contained more bone than the Chuffy
and Intermediate.
The trimmings from the Very Rangy carcasses contained less fat
than those from the Chuffy and Intermediate carcasses, and those
from the Rangy carcasses probably contained less fat than those of
the Chuffy and Intermediate types.
Hogs Slaughtered at 275 Pounds. Because of the small number
of hogs in the lots slaughtered at 275 pounds, the results must be re-
garded as tentative rather than conclusive.
The fat backs of the Very Rangy type had more skin than those of
the other three types (Table 26). Those of the Rangy type had more
than those of the Very Chuffy and Intermediate types.
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The Very Chuffy hams contained more lean than those of the In-
termediate or Very Rangy types. The Intermediate and Rangy hams
contained more lean than the Very Rangy hams. The Intermediate
hams had more fat than those of the other types. The Very Rangy
hams had more skin. The Very Chuffy hams had less bone than those
of the other types and the Very Rangy hams had considerably more
bone than those of the other types.
The picnics of the Very Chuffy carcasses contained more lean than
those of the Intermediate and Rangy carcasses, while the Intermediate
and Rangy picnics contained more lean than the Very Rangy ones.
The Very Chuffy picnics contained less fat than those of the other
types. The Very Rangy picnics contained considerably more skin and
bone than those of the other types. Apparently the Rangy picnics
had more bone than the Intermediate picnics, which had more than
the Very Chuffy ones.
The bostons of the Intermediate lot appeared fatter than those of
the Rangy and Very Rangy lots. The bone of the Very Rangy bostons
was greater than that of the other lots. The Intermediate loins were
fatter than those of the Rangy type, and the Rangy loins were fatter
than those of the Very Rangy type. The Very Chuffy loins had the
least amount of bone, the Intermediate and Rangy loins were about
the same in this respect, and the Very Rangy loins had the largest
amount of bone.
The Intermediate bellies had the least amount of lean and the great-
est amount of fat. The Very Rangy bellies contained considerably
more skin than any of the others. The spareribs of the Very Rangy
type had more bone and less lean than those of the other types. The
heads of the Very Chuffy lot had the largest amount of lean, the Rangy
heads were next in this respect, and the Intermediate and Very Rangy
heads were last. The Intermediate heads had the most fat, with the
others about equal. The Very Rangy heads had considerably more
skin than any of the others. The differences in amount of bone are
insignificant considering the error introduced in splitting the head.
The trimmings of the Very Chuffy, Intermediate, and Rangy car-
casses were considerably fatter than those of the Very Rangy type.
The latter, however, had considerably more skin. The Very Chuffy
trimmings had less bone than the others.
Summary of Type Differences in Physical Composition, In gen-
eral, the cuts of the hand-fed Very Chuffy carcasses contained less
lean, less skin, less bone, and more fat than those of the Intermediate
type. Many of the Very Chuffy cuts were too fat. The cuts of the
Rangy type contained more bone, more skin, and less fat than the
Intermediate cuts. There was no difference, however, in amount of
lean. Many of the Rangy cuts were not fat enough.
Wt9\ TM'I. IN S \V1NK AS K'KLATI l> Tu UK 1'uKK
TABLE 27. PHY>H \i. ( 'u\ii'<i THIN m CARCASSES MI \\<n,^ HAND-KKD INDIVID-
UALLY ix DRY LOT, 17r>-I'orND AND JL'.Vl'orM) \\ 'KI-.H r-: Su OND 1\\I-KHIMKM
( Kxpressed in percentage of carcass
Hog No.
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Hand-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 175 Pounds. The percentages
of lean in the carcasses of the types slaughtered at this weight
namely, the Very Chuffy, Intermediate, and Rangy were practically
the same for all types, with some individual variation. The Very
TABLE 28. PHYSICAL COMPOSITION OF CARCASSES OF SELF-FED HOGS, 225-PouND
WEIGHTS: SECOND EXPERIMENT
(Expressed in percentage of carcass weight)
Hog No. Lean Fat Skin Bone
Chuffy
40b 36.6 44.2
9s 38.9 43.7
lOb 38.4 43.3
Os 43.9 39.0
30b 40.6 43.5
Ob 38.3 46.5
10s 40.7 41.9
Ob 41.2 41.3
96s 32.2 53.8
Avoraee 39.0 44. 1
Intermediate
30s 36.8 47.1
Os 37.8 43.4
33s 38.5 45.0
99b 44.3 38.3
60s 39.1 43.4
30b 38.7 42.6
91s 47.1 37.7
90s 41.4 43.3
99s 36.6 46.9
Average 40.0 43. 1
Rangy
2b 36.2 46.6
9s 39.8 41.4
30b 40. 6 38. 9
90b 40.2 40.9
20b 35.2 48.0
Ib 44.6 39.4
3s 43.3 38.0
20s 41.2 42.3
Ob 49.3 27.6
Average 41.1 40.3
Very Rangy
9b 42.5 32.0
Omb 44.7 33.2
93b 46.4 32.9
Average 44.5 32.7
5.9
5.1
5.2
4.8
4.5
4.2
4.8
5.5
4.0
4.9
10.6
10.6
11.2
10.9
10.1
9.3
11.0
11.0
8.8
10.4
5.3
6.6
6.1
6.0
6.0
6.0
4.8
4.5
5.2
5.6
10.2
11.2
10.1
10.4
9.8
11.7
9.6
9.6
10.1
10.3
5.3
5.6
6.6
6.2
6.1
5.1
5.0
4.7
6.8
5.7
10.6
12.2
12.3
10.7
10.0
10.0
12. G
10.9
15.6
11.7
8.5
6.9
6.1
7.2
15.5
14.2
15.5
15.1
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Chuffy can-asso were fatter than those of the other two types and
contained approximately 27 percent loss skin and 19 percent less bone
than those of the other ty:
Hand-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 225 Pounds. With the exception
of one carcass in the Intermediate lot. the ca "f the Very Chuffy
hogs contained less lean than the others, the average of the
('huffy carcasses being approximately 11 percent less than the other
types. There was no difference between the Intermediate and Rangy
types in this respect. Also, the Very Chuffy carcasses contained more
fat than the other lots, with the exception of one carcass in the Inter-
mediate lot. The average of the Very Chuffy type was 13 percent
greater than the average of the Intermediate. The Intermediate car-
s contained 13 percent more fat than those in the Rangy lot.
With the exception of one carcass in the Intermediate lot. the Y
Chuffy carcasses contained slightly less skin than those of the other
TABLE 29. PHYSICAL COMPOSITION OF CAK B l 8l*Al HTERED AT
J7o-PorND WEIGHTS: SECOND EXPERIMENT
K\!>r.-~cd in percentage of carcass weight)
Hog No. Lean Fat Skin Bone
Very Chuffy: Hand-fed
5s 45.5 38.7
Sb 42.0 44.0
Average 43.8 41.3
Intermediate Hand-fed
12b
'
41.7 40.5
lOb 36.6 48.4
17h . 37.9 45.5
10s 43.3
Average 39.9 44.2
Rangy: Hand-fed
13b 41.9 40.5
Gb 45.9 35.7
3b 40.8 43.4
lOb 45.5 37.4
Is 45.9 36.5
Average 44.0 38. 7
Very Rangy: Self-fed
60b 41.3 37.2
Ob 41.6 35.7
Average 41.5 36.4
4.3
4.0
4.4
9.0
9.5
9.2
5.1
3.9
4.7
4.5
4.6
11.7
9.1
10.9
8.9
10.2
5.0
5.0
4.1
5.0
4.7
4.8
12.1
12.1
10.1
10.9
11.5
11.3
7.1
7.3
7.2
13.1
14.0
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types, while the Intermediate carcasses contained 9 percent less skin
than those of the Rangy type, altho there was some overlapping of
individuals.
The Yery Chuffy carcasses contained 12 percent less bone than
those of the Intermediate type. The Rangy carcasses contained 20
percent more bone than the Intermediate carcasses.
It is interesting to note that the Very Chuffy type contained 2.6
pounds more edible meat (lean and fat) per carcass than the Inter-
mediate typeT while the latter contained 4.7 pounds more edible meat
per carcass than the Rangy type. The Intermediate carcasses con-
tained as much lean as the Rangy ones in spite of the fact that they
were considerably fatter.
Self-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 225 Pounds. The Chuffy, Inter-
mediate and Rangy carcasses contained practically the same amounts
of lean. There is an indication that the Very Rangy carcasses con-
tained a trifle more lean than those of the other types. There was
little or no difference in the fat content of the Chuffy, Intermediate,
and Rangy carcasses. However, the Very Rangy carcasses contained
considerably less fat, approximately 23 percent less, than those of the
other ty:
There is an indication that the Chuffy carcasses contained less skin
than the Intermediate and Rangy ones, there being no difference be-
tween the latter two. The Very Rangy carcasses, however, contained
ereent more skin than the Intermediate and Rangy types.
The Chuffy and Intermediate carcasses showed no differences in
amount of bone. There was an indication that the Rangy carcasses
contained 13 percent more bone than the Chuffy and Intermediate car-
casses. The Very Rangy carcasses contained considerably more bone
than the others about 40 percent.
The Chuffy. Intermediate, and Rangy carcasses averaged 9 pounds
more edible meat per carcass than the Very Rangy carcasses.
Hogs Slaughtered at 275 Pounds. There were no distinct differ-
ences in the lean content of the carcasses of the Very Chuffy. Inter-
mediate, Rangy, and Very Rangy types. In fat content the Inter-
mediate carcasses ranked first, and the Very Chuffy second. The
Rangy carcasses contained 12 percent less fat than the Intermediate,
and the Very Rangy contained about the same as the Rangy.
In amount of skin there were no significant differences between the
Very Chuffy, Intermediate, and Rangy carcasses. The two Very
Rangy carcasses, however, were 56 percent higher.
In content of bone the Very Rangy carcasses were 20 percent
higher than the Rangy carcasses. There were too few individuals and
too much overlapping of individuals between lots to draw any con-
clusions regarding the other types.
19S9] TYPE IK SWINE AS RELATED TO QUALITY OF PORK loo
GRADING OF CARCASSES
The carcasses were graded as to finish before they were cut up. A
carcass of each type of hog slaughtered when weighing approximately
225 pounds, is shown in Fig. 14. These carcasses were not typical in
all respects, but they do show the ranginess. coarseness, and lack of
condition that characterized many of the Rang}- and Yen- Rant:
casses and the quality and finish of the other types.
In grading, both the firmness and amount of fat were considered.
In general the finished carcasses were hard or firm, altho there were a
FIG. 14. CAKC.<. - KEY CHCKFY. CHUFFY. INTERMEDI . AND
VERY RANGY HOGS FED TO 225 POUNDS
Xote differences in form, quality, and condition of carca~- -
few exceptions as noted. The results of the grading are shown in
Tables 30 to 33. For convenience in study, the depth of fat over the
back and the percentage of fat in the carcass as separated by the
knife is also added. From these data it will be noted that the finished
carcasses usually contained 37 percent or more of fat as separated by
the knife, while carcasses containing less than 37 percent of fat usually
were unfinished.
Hand-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 175 Pounds. Table 30 shows that
of the 6 Very Chuffy carcasses. 2 were finished. 2 were almost finished.
4.36 No. 322 [May.
and 2 were unfinished. All three of the Intermediate carcasses were
unfinished and all three of the Rangy carcasses from hogs killed at
this weight were unfinished.
TABLE 30. GRADES OF ' - - OF HAND-FED HOGS, 175-PorND WEIGHTS:
EXPERIM:
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comparing this lot with the similar type which was hand-fed, it is
seen that the self-feeding produced much fatter and better finished
carcasses. Two of these carcasses were coarse and lacked quality.
All five of the Very Rangy carcasses were unfinished and three of
them were rough and coarse.
TABLE 31. GRADES OF CARCASSES OP HAXD-FED HOGS, 225-PorxD WEIGHTS:
SECOND EXPERIM:-
Hot
458
TABLE 32.
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-GRADES OF CARCASSES OF SELF-FED HOGS, 225-PouND WEIGHTS:
SECOND EXPERIMENT
Hog Xo.
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TABLE 33. GRADES OF CAI i HOGS SLAUGHTERED AT 275-PouND WEIGHTS:
SECOND K\ri:i;iMi:\ r
Hog No.
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Bellies of Self-Fed Hogs Slaughtered at 225 Pounds. Three of
the Chuffy bellies were too fat and the other six were choice. s.
of the Intermediate bellies were finished and graded choice. The
other two were too fat. Four of the Rangy bellies were unfinished, one
of them being rough and coarse. The other six were finished but one
of them was rough. All five of the Very Rangy bellies were decidedly
thin and unfinished and three of them were rough i Fig. 17).
Bellies of Hogs Slaughtered at 275 Pounds. One of the Yery
Chuffy bellies was choice, the other w; : - t. Three of the Inter-
mediate bellies were too fat. the other was choice. Two of the Rangy
bellies were too heavy, one of these being rough : two were unfinished,
and the remaining one was finished but graded only good. On*- of the
Yery Rangy bellies was finished while the other was unfinished ; both
rough and coarse Fig. 18).
TABLE 34. GRADES OF BELLIES FROM HAND-FED Hi \\, -J2o-PorxD
WEIGHT- " EXPERIMENT
1929} TYPE IN SWIXE AS RELATED TO QUALITY OF PORK
TABLE 35. GRADES OF BELLIES FKOM FIVE TVS ~ VI-<;HTERED AT
225- - . DWEIGH'I- 3 !> EXPERIMEXT
Hog No.
N "
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GRADING OF THE OTHER CUTS
[May,
\ attempt was made to grade the other cuts, but it was noted that
the Very Chuffy and most of the Chuffy hams and picnics were very
FIG. 19. HAMS FROM HOGS OF DIFFERENT TYPES
From left to right these hams are from Very Chuffy. Chuffy. Intermediate,
Rangy, and V _- entered at 225 pounds. While there were
no differences iu tli> hams cut from the various lots, there wore
great diff- - quality.
B
Fin. 2i>. Pirxirs DIFFERENT TYPES
From left to right these picnics are from Very Chuffy. Chuffy, In-
termediate. Rangy, and Very Rangy \\-~. .\<>te differences in length
- auk,
short, thick, fat. and short in the shank. Many of them were too fat.
Some of the Rangy hams and picnics were long in the shank, thin.
and not fat enough. This was especially true of the picnics from the
hand-fed Rangy hogs. The Very Rangy hams and picnics were es-
pecially long in the shank, narrow and lean. The amount of variation
in the hams is shown in Fig. 19. and a picnic from each type from
hogs slaughtered at 225 pounds is shown in Fig. 'Jn.
The loins of the Rangy hogs 'were longer and thinner, and those of
the Chuffy hogs were shorter and thicker, than those of the Inter-
mediate type, altho there was no difference in cutting percentage. In
general, cuts of self-fed hogs were fatter than cuts of hand-fed hogs
of the same type.
!>!>] TYPE IN SWINE AS RELATED TO QTAI.ITY OK POKK
THIRD EXPERIMENT
COMPARISON OF INTERMEDIATE AND RANGY HOGS
HAND-FED AND SELF-FED TO 225-POUND WEIGHTS
Tliis i'.\|H'riment was confined t<> a comparison of two types. In-
termediate and Rangy, inasmuch as tin-so had proved superior to the
other types in the previous experiments. Kighteen [ntermediate hogs
and 17 l-fan.gv ho-- band-fed similarly to the Imnd-i'ed 1.
the two previous experiments. In order to obtain a comparison of the
two types when fed on pasture. IS Intermediate and 17 Rangy hogs
were self-fed mi alfalfa pasture. All hogs were slaughtered at ap-
proximately Jo pounds.
DRESSING PERCENTAGES
As in the preceding experiments, the d 1 percentages were
calculated on the warm carcass ueights shrunk 'J.u i>eivent. The indi-
vidual and average dressing percentages of the hogs are given in
Tables 30 and 37.
No differences were apparent between lots in dn-
due either to type or to method of feeding.
CARCASS MEASUREMENTS
In general, the 3 measurements indicate there was
much difference in conformation bet \\een types in this experiment as
in the preceding: experiments. The "average" carcasses of each type
vi own in Fig. '2\ .
Hogs Hand-Fed in Dry Lot. The average length of the carcass
Rangy hogs hand-fed in dry lot was 1.1) inches greater than that of
the Intermediate carcasses, altlio there is much overlapping of the
individual data (.Table 3S>. From snout to first thoracic vertebra
(length of head and neck) there was practically no difference between
types. In length of body t first thoracic vertebra to H-bone) there was
practically no difference. In length of hind leg (H-bone to rear toe)
the average of the Rangy type was one inch greater than the average
of the Intermediate type, with many cases of overlapping. There was
no difference in depth of chest. The average depth of fat over the loin
was .1 inch greater (10 percent) in the Intermediate than in the Rangy
types; however, the individual variation in this respect was great.
There was no difference in circumference of foreleg. The average
foreleg of the Rangy type was .5 inch longer, but there were many
cases of overlapping.
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TABLE 36. LIVK WKH;HTS, WARM AND COLD CARCASS WEIGHTS, AND DRESSING
PERCENTAGES OF HOGS HAND-FED INDIVIDUALLY IN DRY LOT, 225-PouND
WEIGHTS: THIRD EXPERIMENT
Hog No.
TYPE IX SUMXK AS Ii'KI.ATKl) TO (^TAUTY OF PORK 4C9
TABLE 37. LIVE WEIGHTS, WARM AND COLD CARCASS WEIGHTS, AND DRESSING
PERCENTAGES OF HOGS SELF-FED ON ALFALFA PASTURE, 225-PouND
WEIGHTS: THIRD EXPERIMENT
Hog No.
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TABLE 38. CARCASS MEASUREMENTS OF INTERMEDIATE AND RANGY HOGS HAND-
FED INDIVIDUALLY IN DRY LOT, 225-PouND WEIGHTS 1 : THIRD EXPERIMENT
Hog No.
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TABLE 39. CARCASS MEASUREMENTS OF INTERMEDIATE AND RANGY HOGS SELF-
FED ON ALFALFA PASTURE, 225-PouND WEIGHTS': THIRD EXPERIMENT
Hog No.
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TABLE 48. PHYSICAL COMPOSITION OF CARCASSES OF INTERMEDIATE AND RANGY
HOGS, 225-PouND WEIGHTS: THIRD EXPERIMENT
(Expressed in percentage of carcass weight)
IntermeJiate
1929] TYPE IN SWINK AS KKI.ATKH TO (.^i AI.ITN 01 |'<H;K 485
GRADING OF CARCASSES
The grading <>f the carcasses was quite unsatisfactory due to poor
tvt'ri'^eration during a considerable part of the experiment and the
illness of the investigators during the latter part of the experiment.
In the former investigations it was found that carcasses containing
:!7 percent or more fat were usually finished, while those containing
less than :!7 percent were usually unfinished. Judged by this standard,
6 of the 18 Intermediate hogs hand-fed in dry lot were finished at 225
pounds, while none of the 17 hand-fed Rangy hogs was finished at this
weight (Table 48). Of the hogs self-fed on alfalfa pasture, 16 of the
18 Intermediate hogs were fat enough and 12 of the 17 Rangy hogs
were finished at 225 pounds. Of the self-fed hogs, 15 Intermediate
carcasses were graded "smooth" and 3 were faulted as being a trifle
rough. Twelve of the 17 Rangy carcasses were criticized as being
too rough.
The grading of the hand-fed hogs (many of which were slaughtered
during the illness of the graders) was quite incomplete. Eleven Inter-
mediate carcasses were graded as rough, 3 as smooth, and 4 were un-
graded. Eight of Rangy carcasses were graded as rough, 2 as smooth,
and 7 were not graded.
GRADING OF CUTS
A ham, a belly, and a picnic from each carcass were cured and
smoked. The cured cuts were then graded by an expert from Swift
and Company. Inasmuch as the picnic is a cheap cut, the trade is
not very particular regarding it. In fact, the expert stated that all
picnics were good enough for the No. 1 grade altho some were better
than others. Hams and bacon were graded as No. 1, 2, or 3.
Hogs Hand-Fed in Dry Lot. All the Intermediate and all the
Kanuy hams were uraded as No. 1 (Table 49). The grader criticized
3 of the Intermediate hams as too long in the shank and 1 as not
fat enough. Six of the Rangy hams were faulted as too long in the
shank, 1 as containing too much bone, and 1 as not enough fat.
Eight of the Intermediate picnics and 14 of the Rangy picnics
were faulted as too long in the shank. Fifteen of the Intermediate
bellies were graded' as No. 1, and 3 as No. 2. Of the latter, 2 were
faulted as too thin and 1 as too fat. Eleven of the Rangy bellies were
graded as No. 1, 5 as No. 2, and 1 as No. 3. The No. 3 belly was too
thin and lacked quality. Three of the No. 2 bellies were too thin, a
fourth was "seedy," and the fifth was soft.
Hogs Self-Fed on Pasture. Fifteen of the Intermediate hams were
graded as No. 1 and 3 as No. 2. Two of the No. 2's were soft and one
was too fat. One of the No. 1 hams was too fat and another was too
long in the shank. Ten of the Rangy hams were graded as No. 1 and
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TABLE 49. GRADES OF CUTS OF CURED MEAT FROM INTERMEDIATE AND RANGY
HOGS HAND-FED INDIVIDUALLY IN DRY LOT, 225-PouND WEIGHTS:
THIRD EXPERIMENT
Hog No.
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7 as No. 2. Two of the No. 2's were turned down because the bone
was too large, one of these also being soft. Another ham was turned
down as soft. Four hams were graded No. 2 because of long shanks,
one of these also being criticized as "staggy.
" Four of the No. 1 hams
were faulted as too long in the shank (Table 50).
TABLE 50. GRADES OF CUTS OF CURED MEAT FROM INTERMEDIATE AND RANGY
HOGS SELF-FED ON ALFALFA PASTURE, 225-PouND WEIGHTS:
THIRD EXPERIMENT
Hog No.
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All the picnics of both types were graded Xo. 1. Five of the In-
termediate picnics were faulted as soft, 1 as too long in the shank and
2 as lacking quality. Four of the Rangy picnics were soft, 1 was too
long in the shank, and 2 lacked quality.
Eight Intermediate bellies were graded as No. 1, 9 as No. 2, and 1
as No. 3. The latter belly was too fat and soft. Five of the No. 2
bellies were too fat, and the other 4 were soft. Nine of the Rangy
bellies were graded as No. 1, 5 as No. '2. and -'! as No. 3. The No. 3
bellies were all too soft. One of the No. 2 bellies was too thin. 2 were
too fat, 1 of them also being soft : another was soft, and 1 was yellow
and had poor texture.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this investigation hoys of Very ('huffy, ("."huffy, Intermediate.
Rangy, and Very Rangy types were studied from the standpoint of the
desirability of the pork produced by them. The experiments covered
a period of three years ( 1922 to 192.")) and included the study of the
carcasses and cuts of a total of 189 hogs slaughtered at 175 pounds,
225 pounds, and 27") pounds. Some of the hogs were hand-fed indi-
vidually in dry lot. some were self-fed in dry lot. and some were self-
fed on alfalfa pasture.
Drcut<i l'< rc< tifni/is. The hoys of 1he Very ('huffy type dressed
somewhat higher than the hogs of the Intermediate and Rangy types
when slaughtered at 17-") pounds. There were no significant differ-
ences in the dressing percentages of hogs of different type similarly
fed and slaughtered at 225 pounds or 275 pounds except that the
dressing percentage of the Very Rangy hoys was somewhat lower.
Ciin uss Mi <isitr< ni< /</>>. Various carcass measurements showed that
length of carcass, length of head and neck, and length of legs varied
with type, the Very ('huffy carcasses being shorter and having shorter
legs, heads, and necks than the ('huffy can-asses, which were shorter
than the Intermediate, which, in turn, were shorter than the Rangy.
The Ranyy carcasses were shorter than the Very Rangy. Apparently
type had little or no effect upon the depth of chest. Length of body
proper seemed to vary with the different individuals rather than
with type.
Cutting /'< rc< )il<iy(s. In the first and second experiments, when
there were distinct differences between types, the carcasses of the Very
Chuffy, Chuffy, and Intermediate types which were hand-fed in dry
lot contained higher percentages of the fat cuts, such as leaf, fat back,
clear plate, and belly, than the Rangy type similarly fed. In the
Rangy type the feet and picnics made up a larger percentage of the
weight of the carcass than in the case of the other types. When self-
l :>.':>
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iVd in dry lot. the percentages of feet and picnics in the Very Rangy
carcasses were greater than in the carcasses of the Intermediate type.
and the percentages of leaf, fat barks, and clear plates were less. There
was but little difference in cutting percentages between the Chuffy,
Intermediate, and Rangy types when self-fed in dry lot. In the ex-
periment of the third year, \\hen differences between types were not
so pronounced, there were no differences in cutting percentages.
rhifxirtil ('(unitnxtiiuH of Carcasses. In the ease of the hogs hand-
led in dry lot the percentages of lean in the carcasses of the Chuffy,
Intermediate, and Rangy types were practically the same, the Very
('huffy carcasses containing less than the others. When the hogs were
self-fed, there was no difference in the lean content of the Chuffy,
Intermediate, and Rangy types. The Very Rangy carcasses contained
a little more lean than the other types. When the hogs were hand-fed,
the Very ('huffy and ('huffy types contained more fat and the Rangy
type contained less fat than the Intermediate type. When the hogs
were self-fed, there was no difference in fat content of the Chuffy,
Intel-mediate, and Rangy types. The Very Rangy type, however, had
considerably less fat than the other types.
When the hogs were hand-fed to 225 pounds, the Very ( 'huffy and
Chuffy types contained less skin and the Rangy type contained more
skin than the Intermediate type. When the hogs were self-fed, dif-
ferences in skin content of the Chuffy, Intermediate, and Rangy car-
casses were small. However, the Very Rangy carcasses contained con-
siderably more than those of other types. When the hogs were either
hand-fed or self
-fed, the Very ( 'huffy carcasses contained less bone
than the Chuffy and Intermediate, and the Rangy carcasses contained
more bone than the Chuffy and Intermediate. The differences, how-
ever, were not so great when the hous were self-fed as when they were
hand-fed. The Very Raniuy carcasses contained considerably more
bone than the carcasses of the other types.
Grade of Carcasses. When hand-fed, the hogs of the Very Chuffy
type finished before reaching the market weight of 225 pounds. .Must
of the (
'huffy and Intermediate hogs were finished but not too fat at
this weight. Most of the Rangy hogs were not finished at this weight,
and many of the Rangy carcasses were too rough. When self-fed, the
Chuffy hogs were finished at 225 pounds, some of them being over-
done. The Intermediate hogs were usually finished but not too fat at
this weight. Many, but not all the Rangy hogs were finished at this
weight. Self-feeding improved the quality of the carcasses of the
Rangy type. The hogs of the Very Rangy type did not finish at 225
pounds, and most of the Very Rangy carcasses were too rough.
Grade of Bellies. Many of the bellies of the hand-fed Very Chuffy
and some of the bellies of the hand-fed Chuffy hogs killed at 225
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pounds were too fat. Many bellies of the self-fed CImffy hogs were too
fat
; they were usually very smooth. Most bellies of the Intermediate
hogs, either hand- or self-fed, were about right in finish and had good
quality. Many bellies of the hand-fed Rangy type were unfinished
and lacked quality. However, when this type was self-fed, more of
them were finished. Very Rangy bellies were generally unfinished
and lacking in quality.
Grade of Hams. The hams of the Very Chuffy and Chuffy hogs
were short in the shank and excellent in form. Many of them were too
fat for "regulars." Hams from the Intermediate hogs were excellent
in form and finish. Hams from the Rangy hogs were often too long in
the shank for the first grade, and many of them contained too much
bone. Hams from the Very Rangy hogs were long in the shank, thin,
unfinished, and heavy-boned.
Grade of Picnics. The picnics of all types except the Very Rangy
were good enough for the first grade. However, the shanks of the
Rangy type were considerably longer than the shanks of the other
types.
Quality of Other Cuts. The quality of the other cuts was not
affected materially by the type of the hog.
Intermediate Type the Most Desirable. From the butcher's stand-
point, the Intermediate type, either hand- or self-fed, proved the most
desirable of the different types studied. The Rangy type, however,
was quite acceptable if self-fed.
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